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SENIORS AND SENIORSKeeping them from damage and dangerI’t miss out – If you’ In Baby Boomers and Seniors Free
Yourself from Harm and Danger, the routine of life is focused on the changing of months and how important it is for you
to be safe.m offering this book for you free of charge.re a baby boomer or senior in that time of year of life where you
can attract unscrupulous people, you must learn how to protect yourself. You are not safe from phone scammers who
call you multiple instances a night and day trying to get you to invest in buying something you don’t need or giving them
your social security number, or your debit card pin quantity.https://www. Please recognize that you’re vulnerable and
the perpetrators of crimes may,if given the opportunity, do you great harm. You must become armed and harmful to
safeguard yourself against the those low lifers.com/Baby-Boomers-Seniors-Yourself-Danger-ebook/dp/B00DQJAGX8/
And it’sFREE for a restricted time! Don’m so thinking about you understanding how to protect yourself that
I’amazon.Physical abuse of older people reaches an all-time high. DO IT NOW! This book will probably arm you in every
way you need.
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 Without them, where would we be?Her story is proof that the Bible is true when it says, "A man's enemies would be the
members of his own home" (Matthew 10:36). Lauderdale showed us in her publication, how easy it is for our Seniors to
obtain caught up loving and drop sight of their potential. Lauderdale's mission would be to bring awareness to the issue
that many baby boomers who are seniors must deal with and to give them equipment to arm themselves with. Janice
Lauderdale Targets What's Real Janice Lauderdale offers once again showered a bright light on an ugly topic. A lot more
we hear instances of family members committing unspeakable works on those they are supposed to like. Ms. Janice
Lauderdale did excellent research on stuff that appear to happen often to older people who are not as alert as they were
in their younger days. Many thanks Mrs. Helpful Boomer long term planning resource Very helpful resources in a great
easy to read format.Marjelene Baby Boomers, Beware of Your Babies Kudos to Janice Lauderdale for composing this
book from her personal experience with elder misuse. Mrs. Launderdale noises the alarm, and urges Boomers to create
goals, and to take note the pitfalls. The new Blog is vital to keep us abreast of changes and links to various other
resources . This Book is a very important tool, and essential Read! End up being blessed and continue steadily to write. In
as much as my generation of seniors reaching our Senior Years, I find it essential we strengthen ourselves with
understanding and protection of the predators towards older people. We need to defend our Seniors and like them as
they loved us. Lauderdale for being an unyielding advocate and providing this valuable tool. Baby Boomers and Seniors
free of charge Yourself from harm... I just started reading this book in fact it is a very sobering however important
depiction of what can occur if one will not prepare ahead to safeguard their resources and ensure they have the needed
assets for the balance of there days. This is an important work. Lauderdale for providing a voice to this often times,
silent population. Lauderdale for getting the insight to write this unforgettable publication. For years this problem has
been building up in families but, no one wanted to take it upfront and personal. To write a book of this magnitude, one
would experienced to lived a part of it.Her book, SENIORS and Seniors is a must have for Hospitals, Senior Citizen
homes, Rest homes and your home. Our children disappear completely and live their lives, only to return home to
eliminate ours.Great Details for the elderly!Well, our seniors will be the backbone of the country. Thank you, Mrs. Mrs. As
people age group they need to prepare for what's, in place, their short future. When you can't trust your loved ones,
who is able to you trust? Just understand that family will screw you quicker when compared to a stranger. Our Seniors
for a long time have been put on the back burner because, now, they're older and who cares? Great read! Lauderdale for
being strong enough to tell it like it is.! This book supports this new fresh phase of life which has new wellness, legal,
and business problems. Her courage to expose family members shame and deception indicates the depth of her concern
for the well-being of seniors. With a senior's child being the most likely perpetrator of domestic abuse 47% of that time
period, she warns us to avoid our very own flesh and blood, and also strangers. I found the publication to have extremely
valuable information for older people in addition to the " boomers" who look after them. So, furthermore to asking you
to improve your discernment antennae, she tells you how to locate the support you need whenever your beloved bosom
infants try to suck you dry.Gloria Shell Mitchell, Baby Boomer For loving caregivers, older people population and those
who are family members I just started reading your publication and let me first say, "I really like the opening". Being a
previous caregiver in both institutional and personal home configurations, I am experiencing what this book has to offer.
Unfortunately elderly abuse proceeds rampant throughout today's culture and I applaud Ms. THE REAL DEAL I would like
to thank Mrs.
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